MANNED GUARDING.
SIA License, Insured, Qualified, experienced and Uniformed Officers
Construction, Industrial, Corporate, Retail & Event Security

MANNED GUARDING:
Construction - Industrial - Corporate- Retail - Event Specialist

As a renowned supplier of quality Manned Guarding Services FMT provides its diverse and
wide - ranging customer base with suitably trained and qualified Security Officers. From initial
award of Contract, our efforts are totally concentrated on assessing and recognizing the needs
and idiosyncrasies of individual Customers and delivering a bespoke service for the
achievement of the standards required.

PROTECTING YOUR BUSINESS

OUR BUSINESS

PROVISION OF SECURITY SERVICES:
FMT security Ltd offers a range of leading security services to its customers, and in order to fulfil its
commitments uses its knowledge and experience of the industry to stay abreast of the latest developments to continually improve its management and working practices.
FMT Security Ltd will ensure that it has employed sufficient Security Officers to fulfil our contractual
obligations and sufficient supervisory / management staff to manage day and night assignments and to
make regular visits to your site(s).
Our Security Officers will have undertaken any SIA licensing, screening and training needed to provide
you with staff with the principal objective to prevent loss, whether that is due to theft, misuse, waste,
shrinkage, fire, flood and its uncontrolled continuance will lead to the loss of your profitability.
Prior to commencement of the service provided by FMT Security Ltd, a representative will conduct a
site survey and produce a report identifying Health and Safety and Security risks that Security Officers
could face in carrying out the service provision requested. A copy of this report will be forwarded to you
on completion.
At FMT Security, We understand that customer satisfaction is the key to the success of any firm. That's
why we work hard to ensure that our customers receives a quality of service that is second to none to
guarantee that our reputation continues to build.

TRAINING:
Trainers are SIA (Security
Industry Authority) trained and
registered to ensure personnel
are fully conversant with the
latest security training techniques and resources.
Core Competency Training for
Security Guarding is delivered
in Two stages as follows:

PART 1:

PART 2:

Knowledge based training and
assessment (3 Days) Core
Competency Training for Security
Guarding is delivered in Two
stages as follows:

Practical scenario based on
training and assessment
(1 Day)

Role and responsibilities of
security Operatives
Customer Care and Social skills
Fire safety
Health and Safety
Dealing with incidents and
emergencies
The Law (Civil and Criminal)
Procedures for the control of
keys and equipment
Assignment instructions
Reporting

Communications skills
Conflict Management

VETTING
Security Services
PROCEDURES
British Standards:
(British Standards
Code Of
Practice:7858)
Vetting procedures are compulsory to ensure we employ
the right personnel in the
company. Part of the vetting
and screening procedures is
the checking of ID Check,
CRB Check, License Check,
character and employer references.
We will seek references from
the DSS, a solicitor or an
accountant where an individual has been self-employed.
The company employs no
individual until all vetting and
screening procedures are
complete.

BS7499- Security guarding
BS7858- All sectors (relates to
the security screening of
personnel)

Insurers:

Insurance can be tailored to
suit the needs of the client.
The Company is insured for
Employers and Public Liability
risks to a limit of
£10,000,000.00 (ten million
pounds). Further information is
provided within the insurance
schedule.

FMT Security

Perform Security Guard work with the
following agreed service level, but not limited to

1
2
3
4

5

6

7
8

FMT Security provides high profile uniform Security Guards to the Client's site.
As the first measure of deterrence, FMT Security will stick warning signs on the perimeter fence
and the gate.(lf Applicable)
A uniformed security guard will conduct regular patrols
FMT Security may put the Diester Data Collector on site, Security Guards will have to prove his/her
patrol s/he has done so by logging in at different points on the site. Print outs of these logs will be
available to the site management team.
FMT Security's Supervisor will visit the Client's site once in a week and will check, if client's premises, FMT guard(s) are safe and secure. If Security guard is wearing companies uniform and is neat
and clean. Supervisor fills out a visit form which is signed by Supervisor and the Security Guard.
One copy of visit form is for Client and one is for FMT Security.
FMT Security will send its Security Officer for appropriate training if necessary as per client's premises required, to provide more qualified and professional Security Personals to FMT's Client.
FMT Security Guards will have to make check calls every hour in every shift, data can be print on a
hard copy for evidence on request.
FMT Security Guard's duty will be more vigilant against theft, Vandalism; more detailed duties are
described in assignment instructions.

DUTIES OF SECURITY OPERATIVES:
The duties of Security Operatives on the site and derived from the initial site survey/ client written instructions and or
any other separately documented requirements / instructions; and as agreed with the client, are contained within the
Assignment Instructions located onsite and understood by security staff employed within.

Duties include, but are not restricted to;
To provide a high profile security presence and to patrol the site as necessary to deter theft, vandalism and all other
forms of loss.
Control access to the premises during the hours of duty.
The fire, flood and security integrity of the assignment during the hours of duty.
Patrolling the assignment at varying intervals during the hours of duty
The fire, flood and security integrity of the assignment during the hours of duty.
Patrolling the assignment at varying intervals during the hours of duty.
To be vigilant against theft, vandalism and acts of trespass during the hours of duty.
Contacting personnel in an emergency situation as required by the representatives of FMT's Customer
Any other duties as stipulated by the representatives of: FMT's Customer and agreed to by FMT Security Ltd.
By remaining selective we can provide our clients with the type of security personnel they expect and deserve. The
majority of our personnel are Ex Police or HM Forces.
Frequent security updates are made through personal calls from management.

MISSION
STATEMENT:
Our mission is .... we
will deliver a quality
service which consistently exceeds Clients
expectations and build
a long term relationship
with our clients.

expectations and build a long term relationship with our clients.
"To deliver effective, evidence based management systems in accordance to the
recommendations of ISO 9001 :2008 and other industry equivalent standards".
Our Company's aim is to provide high quality and proactive security services, incorporating
total security solutions and support services to Clients within its chosen markets.
We will, as a service, continually improve in all that we do, conducting ourselves in a
transparent manner that exemplifies the Security Industry.
We will be forward thinking, whilst remaining flexible and competitive at all times.
To achieve this mission we must have values and work ethics established within our
organisation that are founded upon "Honesty and Integrity".
To fulfil the potential of our business opportunity and achieve our mission we must create
success in the following areas
A working environment for our employees that motivates them and encourages good
performance, rewarding individual achievement.
Communicate with clients and staff to ensure we get things right first time, every time.
Never stop seeking new ways of improving our business for the benefit of those associated
with it. Generate an acceptable return on investment creating sustainable growth and
stability.

METHOD STATEMENT:
In order to achieve this mission statement,
FMT Security Ltd is committed to providing the best value-for-money guarding and
training service in line with the individual
security requirements of all our customers

WE ACHIEVE THIS BY:
Assessing our customers requirements
Tailored on-site training to support
BS7499 approved classroom training
Providing all staff with an attractive package, job security and job prospects
Strong management support
Utilising the extensive support and assistance of our trade associations

BENEFITS OF USING FMT SECURITY:
We are confident that FMT Security Ltd is best placed to meet your exact security needs. The
key benefits we will provide are:1-FMT Security Ltd is a National Company with a wealth of experience and resources to
draw upon, to meet our customers ever changing needs.
2-FMT Security is Safe Contractor approved.
3-FMT Security is CHAS approved.
4-FMT Security is ICO Certified.
5-FMT Security is BSI member.
6-Our pro-active team of Managers are always at your disposal to ensure that your contract
runs efficiently.
7-We are able to skill match staff to make sure that we get the correct calibre of staff for your
site and specifications.
8-Operating 24 hours a day 7 days a week.
9-TOP CLASS Customer service.

CONTRACT MANAGEMENT
We aim to provide clients with a 24 hour managed service with minimum client involvement in
administrative/manning routine.
Regular meetings with the client to:
1- Assess performance
2- Discuss alterations/variations of contract
3- Review security requirements and status
which enables us to maintain and achieve the objective

24 HOUR
OPERATIONS:
Our offices are staffed around the clock
with customer service representatives or
Duty manager for your convenience to
answer the calls 24/7. Our customer
service representatives or Duty Managers
are not salespeople, they are security
professionals assigned to light duty or
administrative functions. Desk personnel
are utilized as watchcommanders with full
authority to make supervisory decisions
for FMT Security.

OPERATIONAL
REQUIREMENTS:
OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS:
Adequate supervision is fundamental to the
successful operation of a security service. Mobile
supervisory visits are carried out at irregular
intervals.
A Service Level Agreement is drawn up with our
client to outline the standards we undertake to
provide. Operational Guidelines-Assignment
Instructions - are drawn up for consultation by our
security personnel.

Get in touch

Today to receive your free no-obligation quote.

FMT SECURITY

PHONE
Sales
London
North East
Glasgow
Edinburgh

:
:
:
:
:

ADRESS
0800 270 7517
0203 504 0826
0161 732 0411
0141 310 0409
0131 218 0315

National Sales Team
0800 270 7517

London Office:
Kemp House, 152 – 160 City Road,
London EC1V 2NX

Scotland Office:
SUITE 1, 4 QUEEN STREET, EDINBURGH, EH2 1JE

